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By Jacob Hay

What may be sculptor Louis storming into Rosenthal's studios,
Rosenthal's last personally-super-swearing
to destroy what he felt
vised American show in some time certain was a work not up to the
has been scheduled for October or artist's high standards. The critic
November, the diminutive, gray- remained to say that it was one of
haired artist announced today.
the finest sculptural concepts he
'After the exhibition, his flexible had ever seen.
plans call for a visit to South AmerScene On A Raft
ica, where his work has always
Still another delightful bas-relief,
aroused vast interest and enthu- still in clay, shows an artist solemnsiasm.
'
ly going about his work on a raft
In the meantime, plans for the adrift upon the sea. Seated, monupcoming show have produced a strously awkward, about the artist
number of benefits for Rosenthal's are several gaunt horses, leering
admirers. In selecting the figures genially,
he will show, he has discovered
"Everyone
or those horses,"
scores of unfinished 'modellings, Mr. Rosenthal observed with an
'many of them never seen before equally genial leer. "looks like one
by anyone but the artist.
or another
of - my not-toe-good
,Some
B~fiitfs
friends."
Some
~t~biieie- incom
1I(Ir.~sentb,al re
ked bitterly
bas-reliefs, ex~- thaf'
$/ peen
s experience.

ame
ready the reClpi t
critical praise but in the eyes of
the artis, still lacking of perfection.
, Bustling
about the cluttered
third-floor studios he rents in the
ome 300 block of North Charles street,
Key the noted miniaturist admitted that
con- he was delighted by .his findings,
ith His Lithuanian accent unmarred
100 by his long residence in Baltimore,
et- he bubbled with enthusiasm as he
brought out some of his work in
progress.
Thunderstorm Sculpture
Possibly the finest of the several
pieces he now plans to complete is
a bas-relief depicting a thunderron, storm, personalized in the forms of
ore 'a centaur and a young woman,
bel' halted in mid-career across the
ana- skies. Like all of Rosenthal's works,
tel': the effect must be seen t? be apprein- ciated, and even the artlst. himself
ater finds it difficult to express In words
the exact nuances of meaning his
.runs minute knives and picks have proom, duced.
k.
It was this "Thunderstorm"
G. which once brought a friendly critic

ti patl'OI1,W911'
nds imself picking
up th
ch check. Brooding over
this obvious ipjustice, he found an
appalling revenge in the execution of the bas-relief,
His Humorous Works,
He grinned, produced still another panel, and said: "in this one
is my old friend, Joe Duveen, selling a Rembrandt; and- here are the
buyers, each one holding up a biggel' bag of gold .. '. and this poor
fellow, looking up out of his coffin
at Joe Duveen, this is Rembrandt.
And nver here in this corner is the
'Dying Gladiator,' only he is laughing at poor old Rembrandt."
The humorous bas-reliefs, Mr.
Rosenthal feels, are a reasonably
large change from his usual: more
thoughtful manner. But, like nearly
every work he has ever produced,
he doesn't know, when, if ever, any
of them will be really completed.
"Only when I don't know what to
do any more, then I'm finished," he
murmured_.'
Vaque About Voyage
Of his contemplated
visit to
South America, Mr. Rosenthal is
necessarily vague. He isn't certain,

Show

Grant of a steel priority in Wash"
ington today ended the two-year
holdup on starting construetioa-ot
the Pennsylvania
Railroad underpass that is to support the trackway where it passes over the Mulberry street extension.
Railroad officials have informed
the city that the priority agencies
have approved allotment of the
final steel requirement and work
on the project is scheduled to
begin September 1.
Under agreement with 1 he city
the carrier has awarded the construction contract and is to supervise the work, The city is t.o pay
half the cost, which is estimated at'
approximately $500,000.
Temporary Support
The steei now cleared for delivery late this month consists of, 75
tons of beams to provide temporary
support to the trackway while the
underpass, structu~e is put Into
place. The 325 tons needed for the
structure itself were cleared at
Washington and delivered some
months ago, but the carrier encountered difficulties in getting the
steel for the temporary supports.
George A. Carter, deputy dircctor of public works, said the ternporary steel supports are of the,I
I
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reason, he added. there was
difficulty in getting an allotment
of this kind of steel cleared.
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beginning at Smallwood street, has
for that matter, whether he's really been compl:ted to the east. side ot
e
going to go through with it, espe- the embankment supporting
cially with his determination to do trackway and from the west sidesome more work on his earlier un- to Edmondson avenue.' With the,
finished pieces. Too, there may be underpass completed; the gap encouraging results from the large- the extension under the railroad
scale. production of a remarkable right of way is to be graded and
plastic he developed after years of paved and both Mulberry and
experiment in an effort to find a F
kli
t
.
substance
less expensive
than ran III s reets Will then be onebronze which would be' suitable for way thoroughfares from St. Paul
his own top-secret method of cast- stre:t to Edmondson avenue.M~ling miniatures.
berry
eastbound
and Franklin
Visitors to the Rosenthal studios we;thbound_.
~ I\t Ib
are invariably shocked when the
e. extension 01 Iu errv has
artist picks up what appears to be been In use ~rom Edmondson avea small marble intaglio and beats it nue to Warwick avenu~ where trafsavagely with a hammer. When fie detours to Franklin and then
nothing happens, he grins broadly back over Smallwood street to Muland ~plains
that .it is his new ~er.ry.. 1he detour bas made Frankplastic.
• JI II two-way str.eet between sma
tIts Pr(j !dion CurtaiJed /' ~.~~ ,a~d War~k.
..".:.
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m~s pro ctlon as been curtailed
by defense restrictions on certai
of the ingredients, but Resenthal
has been assured that his plastte
is an excellent product by experts
from several of the nation's major
chemical manufacturers.
Of his forthcoming exhibition, he
said that he hoped to make it the
finest, most representative
of his
entire career, a career which at one
time included a stretch as a dishwasher, a period as a maker of
dental inlays, and a brief tour of
duty as a jewelry designer tor a
number
of swank metropolitan
custom gem shops.
Busy On His Exhibits
Meanwhile, he is hard at work,
preparing his tiny figurines and
gill-sized heroic groups for the
show. His work bench is more than
ever littered with the tools of incredible art-dental
probes, cocktail picks, quill pens, penknives,
needles set into matchsticks, pig's
bristles and chu,nks of hard, black
sculptors wax.
Over it all broods the relaxed
larger-than-life clay hand that, hd
hopes, will one day be his masterpiece. It is called «Michaelangelo."
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expected that the project will e
sompleted early next year. The
grading and paving of the small
gap in the extension under the
trackway would be completed within several w~ks and then the detour would W eliminated and the
entire length of both Mulberry and
Rranklin streets would be available
for one-way movement.

Hay fever Season
Opens, Air Clear Although the hay fever season
officially opens today, there is virtually no ragweed pellan in the'
air yet to tease the' noses of its. _
annual victims, doctors at the
Johns Hopkins Hospital allergy
clinic report.
Dr. Jerome Sherman, one of the
doctors at the clinic engaged in
making daily samples' of the concentration of pollen in the air,
said that clinic slides during the
past few ~ays have revealed "lit-

